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Read each Venn diagram and answer the questions that follow.

1) Multiples of 6 and 9

c)   Identify the multiples of 6 alone.

a)   List the numbers that are multiples of 9.

Multiples of 6 Multiples of 9

24

12

30

42

6

18

54
36

48 72
9

27

45

81

63

b)   Write down the numbers that are multiples of

       both 6 and 9.

2) Art and Dance class 

Gina

Ryan

Ken

Dan

Ann

Jen

Zoe

Frank

Nina

Leo

Kim

c)   How many students attend dance classes?

b)   Name the students who have not opted for art class.

Art Class Dance Class

a)   List down the students who do not attend the dance 

       class.

Reading Venn Diagram
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Read each Venn diagram and answer the questions that follow.

1) Multiples of 6 and 9

c)   Identify the multiples of 6 alone.

a)   List the numbers that are multiples of 9.

Multiples of 6 Multiples of 9

24

12

30

42

6

18

54
36

48 72
9

27

45

81

63

b)   Write down the numbers that are multiples of

       both 6 and 9.

2) Art and Dance class 

Gina

Ryan

Ken

Dan

Ann

Jen

Zoe

Frank

Nina

Leo

Kim

c)   How many students attend dance classes?

b)   Name the students who have not opted for art class.

Art Class Dance Class

a)   List down the students who do not attend the dance 

       class.

6, 12, 24, 30, 42, 48

9, 18, 27, 36, 45, 54, 63, 72, 81

18, 36, 54, 72

7 students

Frank, Nina, Leo, and Kim

Dan, Gina, Ken, and Ryan

Reading Venn Diagram



1) Pat’s Restaurant

Lillian

Joe

Kirk

Jill

Lucy

Bill

Tim Ellen

Sue

Jake

b)   How many customers at Pat’s restaurant indulged

       in smoothies?

c)   List the customers who placed orders for both 

       burgers and smoothies.

Smoothie Burger

a)   Identify the customers who placed orders for 

       burgers alone.

2) Characteristics of Whales and Dolphins

Deep sea

Mammal

11-110 feet 

         long

Not friendly

400-600
weighs

pounds

Shallow sea

Social

4-35 feet

     long

c)   Identify the exclusive characteristics of the 

       whales alone.

b)   What are the unique characteristics of dolphins?

Whales Dolphins

a)   List the characteristics common to both

       whales and dolphins.
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1) Pat’s Restaurant

Lillian

Joe

Kirk

Jill

Lucy

Bill

Tim Ellen

Sue

Jake

b)   How many customers at Pat’s restaurant indulged

       in smoothies?

c)   List the customers who placed orders for both 

       burgers and smoothies.

a)   Identify the customers who placed orders for 

       burgers alone.

2) Characteristics of Whales and Dolphins

Deep sea

Mammal

11-110 feet 

         long

Not friendly

400-600
weighs

pounds

Shallow sea

Social

4-35 feet

     long

c)   Identify the exclusive characteristics of the 

       whales alone.

b)   What are the unique characteristics of dolphins?

Whales Dolphins

a)   List the characteristics common to both

       whales and dolphins.

7 customers

Tim, Bill, and Lucy

Ellen, Sue, and Jake

Live in the deep sea, not friendly,

         and are 11 to 110 ft long

 Live in the shallow sea, are

social and are 4 to 35 ft long

   They are both mammals that 

weigh between 400 and 600 lbs
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Read each Venn diagram and answer the questions that follow.

Reading Venn Diagram
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1) Sue asks her twins, Mark and John to write down as many three letter words they know.

pen

mat

lit

sit

cat

sat

henrat

net

pet

get

hit

hat

b)   Find the common three letter words written by Sue’s

       twin boys.

c)   Identify the three letter words written only by John.

Mark’s list John’s list

a)   How many three letter words did Mark write?

2) The local farmers’ market receives fresh fruits and vegetables through all days of the

week.

Sunday

Saturday

Wednesday

Thursday

Tuesday

Monday

Friday

b)   The farmer’s market does not receive supply of 

       fruits on Saturday. True or False?

c)   How many days in a week does the market receive  

       a supply of vegetables?

Vegetables Fruits

a)   Identify the days on which the farmer’s market receives 

       supply of fruits alone.
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1) Sue asks her twins, Mark and John to write down as many three letter words they know.

pen

mat

lit

sit

cat

sat

henrat

net

pet

get

hit

hat

b)   Find the common three letter words written by Sue’s

       twin boys.

c)   Identify the three letter words written only by John.

Mark’s list John’s list

a)   How many three letter words did Mark write?

2) The local farmers’ market receives fresh fruits and vegetables through all days of the

week.

Sunday

Saturday

Wednesday

Thursday

Tuesday

Monday

Friday

b)   The farmer’s market does not receive supply of 

       fruits on Saturday. True or False?

c)   How many days in a week does the market receive  

       a supply of vegetables?

Vegetables Fruits

a)   Identify the days on which the farmer’s market receives 

       supply of fruits alone.

rat and sat

net, hit, hen, get,

      pet, and hat

7 words

True

5 days in a week

Tuesday and Thursday
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Read each Venn diagram and answer the questions that follow.
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